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Abstract
As users, computers, data and processes become in-
creasingly mobile and the diversity of interacting devices
increases, pervasive computing tasks are difficult to pre-
dict and to understand due to the spontaneity of interactions
and the complexity and the fluidity of the surrounding con-
texts. This paper presents a context oriented-programming
approach to pervasive computation. The resulting program-
ming method relieves programmers from explicitly speci-
fying and managing context awareness and the associated
adaptation mechanisms.
1. Introduction
Program behaviours in pervasive systems are difficult to
predict and to understand due to the large number of differ-
ent devices involved, complexity and spontaneity of interac-
tions, the fluidity of contexts and the overhead of configur-
ing systems. Such drastic complexity makes it no longer re-
alistic to build software for all types of context or knowing a
priori the complex configuration of a pervasive system. This
paper presents a programming method called Context Ori-
ented Programming (COP) that addresses the inherent con-
straints of pervasive environments. COP eases the task of
application programmers of pervasive environments. COP
uses a special construct called open terms to express per-
vasive applications.
Despite the potentially promising use of contexts, a lan-
guage with first-class contexts has not been well investi-
gated. Formal semantic models for mobile computations
have begun to appear recently 1. These models account for
only limited types of context information such as location
changes of the computation due to migration (mobility) and
security. These calculi assume that the context is known a
priori. Such assumptions are not valid in pervasive environ-
ments. The ever changing context as well as the behaviour
1see COP: www.dstc.edu.au/m3/papers.htm for more details
to be undertaken in a new context is not necessarily known
in advance but needs to be considered as ”open terms” dur-
ing the specification of the system. Furthermore, existing
research do not contain suitable mechanisms for manipulat-
ing contexts such composition of contexts. They lack the
support for concise description, manipulation and formal
models for reasoning about contexts.
We address such problems by allowing the programmer
to use special constructs such as open term expressions that
partially describe the ”context free” behaviour of a complex
pervasive system. The context of the executing host will
then provide information on how to intelligently complete
the partially described behaviour by refining the open terms
during runtime. The resulting behaviour will represent a
complete behaviour adapted to the current context.
2. Motivating example
To concretely illustrate the need to include open terms in
a program as a way to be aware of context, lets assume that a
programmer writes an agent Procedure:example which can
migrate between pervasive devices. Figure 1 shows code
“Procedure:Example” which includes open terms denoted
by “[GAP]”. Gaps could be filled with expressions such as
‘x = x + 1; y = 10’ or ‘if x > 2 then z = x + z’ where
variables are bound into the receiving scope. In our example
the expression ‘y = 10;w = 45 ∗ [GAP ] will be selected if
the procedure is in the context named context 4. Note that
a gap could be filled with an expression featuring another
gap. It can also be filled with an expression that calls local
functions.
The selection of the filling function depends on the con-
text of the receiving device and the context of the program
with open term. The context of the receiving device can-
not be known a priori by the programmer of P. Therefore it
is not scalable, let alone be possible, to use traditional if
then else statements to test the status of contexts.
The difference between open term filling and the usual
notion of substitution (late binding) is that filling an open
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Figure 1. Example of COP programming
term with a term may cause variables in the term to be
bound within the scope of the receiving program. Open
terms allow us to create new terms and bind them dynami-
cally within the scope of a program. Dynamic binding and
dynamic scoping are of fundamental importance in perva-
sive computing and there is virtually no programming lan-
guage that supports both of them with specific constructs
3. Design and Implementation of COP
COP embodies context manipulation. A COP program
features expressions with open terms. Open terms are place-
holders for missing sub-expressions. The basic operation
for a surrounding context is to replace all occurrences of
open terms by the contextualised term.
COP allows programming statements of the form:
In program P, whenever context
C arises, perform "contextualised
operation X"
over ’conventionally’ coded program P.
The program P is an incomplete, context free and re-
active program that will be completed with contextualised
terms. Programs written with COP have the novelty of in-
teracting with other programs via ’open terms’. Contexts
and programs are defined as expressions with open terms.
Open terms have to be filled, while adhering to some type
or other constraints such as security conditions. This is a
radically new way to program a system as the environment
(context) is now considered as (or part of) a program. A
program in turn can be considered as a context of another
program and so on. COP has the innovative feature of de-
scribing interactions between contexts and mobile code at
destination nodes in succinct, abstract and partial way.
Formally we express processes as λ calculus expressions
with open terms. In λ calculus, context is a λ term with
some open terms in it. The basic operation for a context
is to fill its open term with a term. The [ ] denotes an open
term, λy[] is a contextual expression, and by filling the open
term in it with an expression x+y we get λy. x + y where y
is bound and x remains free.
The expression x+y corresponds to the contextual term
that fills the open term. λ calculus with open terms is an
elegant way to bind expressions dynamically (also known
as macro expansion) and provides the advanced feature of
manipulating open program fragments. The open terms of
an expression are to be filled by open program fragments
belonging to the surrounding context. Intuitively, COP for-
mally allows.
P = λx[generic] in m−−−→ Q = λx.specific x
A process P is adapted to a process Q when P enters
a context m (noted in m). The open term ”generic” in P
is filled with an expression specific from the context m.
The transition denotes that P enters a context m (denoted
in m ). The transition shows an ”intelligent” mechanism
that fills the open term with the expression specific pro-
vided by context m.
We use Python as a language to express COP. We chose
not to change the core language for reasons of compatibil-
ity. We use XML to describe context. The status of the
context is updated/gathered by a notification services Open
terms are filled according to the state of the context. We
describe context as set of attribute value pairs expressed in
XML. The specification of an open term is associated with
(i) current context (ii) required context (iii) scope of vari-
ables.
The architecture consists of (i) objects that contain open
terms (gaps) (ii) objects providing contextualised terms
(functions) to fill open terms and(iii) objects that performs
the matching between gaps and offering functions.
Open term filling consists of matching the context of
the open term against the context of the filling function.
Our matching algorithm uses XMLDiff software (LogiLab).
XMLDiff returns an Edit Distance value. Edit Distance re-
flects how approximate is the matching between two XML
trees. An open term filling does not require an exact match-
ing between the two contexts involved.
4. Conclusions
It is not realistic to claim that a pervasive environment
can be programmed easily. We can only attempt to program
it partially. COP is a powerful programming method that is
sensitive, adaptive and reactive to context. It allows a pro-
gram to be described partially and in an abstract way. It of-
fers dynamic linking and dynamic scoping with distributed
resources by means of contexts. COP uses open terms as a
basic construct to express context aware applications. We
have implemented COP in Python without changing the
Python core language. Future work will explore ways to
define the formal semantics of COP.
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